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Dear NCBIS Reception families,
Children in Reception follow the IB Enhanced Primary Years Programme in conjunction
with the UK Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum. Learning to inquire into the
world around them and to develop a set of transdisciplinary skills helps children to
become independent learners. A wide range of learning opportunities, within and
outside of the classroom, add breadth and interest to our programme of study. This
brings to life our children's learning and develops their academic learning as well as
their personal and social growth.
Underpinning their academic learning is our commitment to ensuring every child
achieves their best by developing a set of attributes we believe are necessary to
become well-rounded members of an international community of learners.
Please take time to read through this curriculum guide and attend our parent
information sessions and workshops to find out more.
Matt Walsh
Head of Primary

The NCBIS mission is:
To provide a learning environment that supports academic achievement whilst promoting personal growth through the attributes of the IB Learner
profile, within a caring international community committed to the traditional values of honesty, courtesy, respect, integrity and fair play.
Vision Statement - in 2027:
“NCBIS will be the first school of choice in Cairo, providing unrivalled experiences that will enable all students to follow their passions and become
successful, caring citizens and leaders in tomorrow’s world”.
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Values:
NCBIS is guided in all its actions and decisions by its commitment to:
•
Providing quality education in a safe, secure and caring environment
•
Ensuring choice and challenge both within the curriculum and the extracurricular programmes
•
Promoting academic and personal achievement
•
Inspiring intellectual curiosity, critical thinking and enthusiasm for learning
•
Developing each student’s unique talents to help them achieve their potential
•
Maintaining an internationally diverse community of open-minded people
At NCBIS the IB learner profile is central to our approach to education and is incorporated into all aspects of our daily teaching.
Further details about the International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme can be found by clicking here.
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Reception News and Events site
We pride ourselves on working alongside our school community in bringing out the best and part of this is our school year group news and events
sites. You can find a wealth of information and up to date news, events, photos and videos that celebrate our primary school. The link to this
website will be shared with all parents in our next newsletter.
Residential and educational visits
Not all learning at NCBIS takes place in our classrooms and within our school community. Curriculum learning experiences are enhanced by
educational visits.
Our educational visits link classroom learning to the real world and we select these carefully with our students’ ages and how the educational visits
support learning, the PYP units of inquiry or whether they focus on a particular aspect of learning such as MFL, social or emotional, sporting or the
arts. Our educational visits also focus on taking action, environmental issues, the Global Goal as well as developing interpersonal skills and team
building. We are highly committed to ensuring our students’ safety as well as providing the best learning experiences. All of our educational visits
are well-planned, involve extensive risk assessments, preparation and follow up.
Sun Safety
Part of our educational experiences at NCBIS is to ensure that our students are sun safe in primary. During all of our outdoor educational visits and at break
times, students are required to wear a cap.  Read George the Sun Safe Superstar with your child to learn more.

Wellbeing
Bringing out the best in our children and school community is our priority and ensuring our students’ wellbeing is a significant part of this. Our
children are safe and happy and our pastoral team are always available for support. Students also learn about personal, social, citizenship and
health education through standalone and incorporated lessons.
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The IB Learner Profile
IB Primary Years Programme overview
The International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme (IB-PYP) has been specifically designed for students aged 3 - 12 years. This internationally
recognised programme provides students with the opportunity to learn and explore through the use of inquiry, promoting an academically
challenging curriculum which fosters international-mindedness thus making it the ideal curriculum for our students.

Key Components
There are five key components to
the IB/PYP curriculum:
★ Attitudes
★ Knowledge
★ Key Concepts
★ Skills
★ Action
Key Concepts
There are eight key concepts that drive instructions
through inquiry, questions, and investigation.
● Form - What is it like?
● Function - How does it work?
● Causation - Why is it like it is?
● Change - How is it changing?
● Connection - How is it connected to other
things?
● Perspective – What are the point of view?
● Responsibility – What is our responsibility?
● Reflection – How do we know?

Attitudes
There are twelve attitudes we want students to value
and exhibit. They are interwoven throughout every
aspect of the curriculum.

●
●
●
●
●
●

Appreciation
Commitment
Confidence
Cooperation
Creativity
Curiosity

●
●
●
●
●
●

Empathy
Enthusiasm
Independence
Integrity
Respect
Tolerance

Skills
There are five transdisciplinary skills students develop
as they involve themselves in the learning environment.

●
●
●
●
●

Thinking Skills

Knowledge
There are six transdisciplinary themes students will
investigate throughout the year. These themes are
globally significant and cover
concepts that are interconnected, can be addressed
in all disciplines (subjects), and can be applied to
real life.
●
Who We Are
●
Where We Are in Place and Time
●
How We Express Ourselves
●
How the World Works
●
How We Organise Ourselves
●
Sharing the Planet
Action
Students are encouraged to reflect, to make
informed choices and to take action that will help
their peers, school staff, and the wider community.

Research Skills
Self-management Skills
Communication Skills
Social Skills
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These are student-initiated responses to what they
are understanding and learning about themselves
and the world in which they live.
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The IB Learner Profile
The aim of all IB programmes is to develop internationally minded people who, recognising their common humanity and shared guardianship of the planet, help
to create a better and more peaceful world.
INQUIRERS
We nurture our curiosity, developing skills for inquiry and research. We know
how to learn independently and with others. We learn with enthusiasm and
sustain our love of learning throughout life.

OPEN-MINDED
We critically appreciate our own cultures and personal histories, as well
as the values and traditions of others. We seek and evaluate a range of
points of view, and we are willing to grow from the experience.

KNOWLEDGEABLE
We develop and use conceptual understanding, exploring knowledge across a
range of disciplines. We engage with issues and ideas that have local and global
significance.

CARING
We show empathy, compassion and respect. We have a commitment to
service, and we act to make a positive difference in the lives of others
and in the world around us.

THINKERS
We use critical and creative thinking skills to analyse and take responsible action
on complex problems. We exercise initiative in making reasoned, ethical
decisions.

RISK-TAKERS
We approach uncertainty with forethought and determination; we work
independently and cooperatively to explore new ideas and innovative
strategies. We are resourceful and resilient in the face of challenges and
change.

COMMUNICATORS
We express ourselves confidently and creatively in more than one language and
in many ways. We collaborate effectively, listening carefully to the perspectives
of other individuals and groups.

BALANCED
We understand the importance of balancing different aspects of our
lives—intellectual, physical, and emotional—to achieve well-being for
ourselves and others. We recognise our interdependence with other
people and with the world in which we live.

PRINCIPLED
We act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness and justice, and
with respect for the dignity and rights of people everywhere. We take
responsibility for our actions and their consequences.

REFLECTIVE
We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas and experience.
We work to understand our strengths and weaknesses in order to
support our learning and personal development.
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PYP Units of Inquiry
The Primary Years Programme at NCBIS is developed around a programme of inquiries into important ideas and requires a high level of involvement
on the part of the learners. These inquiries are substantial, in-depth and usually last for several weeks. The inquiries are based on the six
transdisciplinary themes and involve learners in an in-depth exploration of a central idea, developing their conceptual understanding. Throughout
each inquiry, learners develop their transdisciplinary skills; thinking skills, social skills, communication skills, self-management skills and research skills.
The six transdisciplinary themes are:
Who we are
Inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; person, physical, mental, social and spiritual health; human relationships including families,
friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.
Where we are in place and time
Inquiry into an orientation in place and time; personal histories; homes and journeys; the discoveries, explorations and migrations of humankind; the
relationship between and the interconnectedness of individuals and civilisations, from local and global perspectives.
How we express ourselves
Inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend and
enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.
How the world works
Inquiry into the natural world and its laws, the interaction between the natural world (physical and biological) and human societies; how humans use
their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
How we organise ourselves
Inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities;
the structure and function of organisations; societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind and the environment.
Sharing the planet
Inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the struggle to share finite resources with other people and other living things; communities and the
relationship within and between them; access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict resolution.
In each year group across NCBIS primary, the central idea explored during a theme differs to ensure children get a chance to fully develop skills and to
build upon conceptual understanding. Lines of inquiry are followed which help to guide the children's inquiry into the central idea.
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Reception Curriculum overview
Reception Unit
Overview

YEAR-LONG
Stories
How We Express
Ourselves

Learning Through Play
Who We Are

Nutty Scientists
How the World Works

Cultures
Where We Are in Time and
Place

Children play to learn, explore
and have fun.

We can use science to explore
and explain the world around
us.

Where we live and where we
come from can influence our
way of life.

* Stories have common
elements.
* We can tell stories in an
interesting way.
* Stories can provoke feelings
and emotions.

* DIfferent types of play
* Why we play
* The connection between play
and learning

* How sound, light and materials
are used in the world around us.
* Why sound, light and materials
behave the way they do.
* The features of sound, light and
materials.

* Where we live now and what it is
like.
* How our home country and our
host country are similar and
different
* Our appreciation of and respect
towards other cultures.

Communicators
Principed
Thinkers
Open-Minded

Communicators
Inquirers
Balanced
Risk-Takers

Inquirers
Thinkers
Knowledgeable
Reflective

Tolerant
Knowledgeable
Communicators
Open-Minded

All Year Long

Central idea
The central idea
promotes conceptual
understanding,
supported by the
identified PYP key and
related concepts. The
central idea
challenges and
extends students'
prior knowledge.

Lines of
Inquiry
A line of inquiry is a
set of questions that
we are trying to
answer through
reading and research.
They are questions
that we might already
have a partial answer
to but that you would
like to pursue further.

Learner Profile
Learner profiles
describe the range of
human capacities and
responsibilities that
go beyond academic
success. They imply a
commitment to help

Stories have common
elements which can be
communicated in different
ways.
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all members of the
school community
learn to respect
themselves, others
and the world around
them.

Subject focus

Language:
Listening & Attention:
● Children listen attentively in a
range of situations.
● They listen to stories, accurately
anticipating key events and
respond to what they hear with
relevant comments, questions or
actions.
Understanding:
● They answer 'how' and 'why'
questions about their experiences
and in response to stories or
events.
Speaking:
● Children express themselves
effectively, showing awareness of
listeners' needs.

Social Studies:
* Confident in new situations.
(risk-taker)
* Shows interest in the lives of people
who are familiar to them/recognises and
describes special times and events for
family or friends.
* Knows some of the things that make
them unique and can talk about
similarities and differences in relation to
friends and family members.

9

Science:
● Looks closely at similarities,
differences, patterns and change.
● Children know about similarities
and differences in relation to
places, objects, materials and living
things.
● They talk about features of their
own immediate environment and
how environments might vary from
one another.
● They make observations of animals
and plants and explain why some
things occur, and talk about
changes.
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Social Studies:
● Children talk about past and
present events in their own lives
and in the lives of family members.
● They know that other children don’t
always enjoy the same things, and
are sensitive to this.
● They know about similarities and
differences between themselves
and others, and among families,
communities and traditions.
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●

●

Educational
Visit

Music

Physical
Development
This includes
Fine Motor Skill
development
and Physical
Education (PE
Lessons)

They use past, present and future
forms accurately when talking
about events that have happened
or are to happen in the future.
They develop their own
narratives and explanations by
connecting ideas or events.

Sitara Theatre Workshop (Term 1)

Billy Beez (Point 90)

Fagnoon Art Centre

Sitara Theatre Live Performance
(Term 2)
Storytelling through Musical Plays
(Performance)

● Use one-handed tools and
equipment (makes snips in
paper…)
● Holds pencil between thumb
and two fingers, no longer
using whole hand grasp
● Holds pencil near point
between first two fingers and
thumb and uses it with good
control.
● Can copy some letters (from
their name)
● Moves freely and with
pleasure and confidence in a
range of ways
● Mounts stairs, steps or
climbing equipment using
alternate feet.
● Walks downstairs, 2 feet to
each step while carrying a

Opera House (Music Based)
Pharaonic Village

Christmas Songs and Performance
Using voices
Tuned Percussion instruments
Exploring high and low sounds

Loud and quiet
Exploring feelings through music

Musicals
Beat and rhythm
Fast and slow songs/music

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

●

Uses simple tools to effect
changes to materials.
Uses simple tools to effect
changes to materials.
Handles tools, objects,
construction and malleable
materials safely and with
increasing control.
Shows a preference for a
dominant hand.
Begins to use anticlockwise
movement and retrace vertical
lines.
Begins to form recognisable
letters.
Uses a pencil and holds it
effectively to form recognisable
letters, most of which are
correctly formed
Experiments with different ways
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●
●

●
●
●
●

●

Uses simple tools to effect
changes to materials.
Uses simple tools to effect
changes to materials.
Handles tools, objects,
construction and malleable
materials safely and with
increasing control.
Shows a preference for a
dominant hand.
Begins to use anticlockwise
movement and retrace vertical
lines.
Begins to form recognisable
letters.
Uses a pencil and holds it
effectively to form recognisable
letters, most of which are
correctly formed
Experiments with different ways
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●

●

●

Children handle equipment and
tools effectively, including
pencils for writing.
Children know the importance
for good health of physical
exercise, and a healthy diet, and
talk about ways to keep healthy
and safe.
They manage their own basic
hygiene and personal needs
successfully, including dressing
and going to the toilet
independently.
Water Confidence
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small object.
● Runs skilfully and negotiates
space successfully, adjusting
speed or direction to avoid
obstacles.
● Can stand momentarily on
one foot when shown.
● Can catch a large ball

●
●

●

●
●

PSPE

Not applicable

of moving.
Jumps off an object and lands
appropriately.
Negotiates space successfully
when playing racing & chasing
games with other children,
adjusting speed or changing
direction to avoid obstacles.
Travels with confidence & skill
around, under over and through
balancing and climbing
equipment.
Shows increasing control over
an object in pushing, patting,
throwing, catching or kicking it
Water Confidence

Self-Confidence & Self-Awareness:
● Can play in a group, extending
and elaborating play ideas
● Initiates play, offering cues to
peers to join them
● Keeps play going by responding
to what others are saying and
doing
● Demonstrates friendly
behaviour, initiating
conversations & forming good
relationships with peers &
familiar adults
Managing Feelings & Behaviour:
● Can select and use activities
and resources with help
● Welcomes and values praise for
what they have done
● Enjoys responsibility of carrying
out tasks
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●
●

●

●

of moving.
Jumps off an object and lands
appropriately.
Negotiates space successfully
when playing racing & chasing
games with other children,
adjusting speed or changing
direction to avoid obstacles.
Travels with confidence & skill
around, under over and through
balancing and climbing
equipment.
Shows increasing control over
an object in pushing, patting,
throwing, catching or kicking it

Self-Confidence & Self-Awareness:
● Initiates conversations, attends
to and takes account of what
others say
● Explains own knowledge and
understanding, asks appropriate
questions of others
● Takes steps to resolve conflicts
with other children (i.e. finding a
compromise)
Managing Feelings & Behaviour:
● Confident to speak to others
about own needs, wants,
interests and opinions.
● Can describe self in positive
terms and talk about abilities.
Making Relationships:
● Understands that own actions
affect other people, for example,
becomes upset or tries to
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Self-Confidence & Self-Awareness:
● Children play co-operatively,
taking turns with others.
● They take account of one
another’s ideas about how to
organise their activity.
● They show sensitivity to others’
needs and feelings, and form
positive relationships with adults
and other children.
Managing Feelings & Behaviour:
● Children are confident to try new
activities and say why they like
some activities more than
others.
● They are confident to speak in a
familiar group, will talk about
their ideas, and will choose the
resources they need for their
chosen activities.
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●

Is more outgoing towards
unfamiliar people and more
confident in new social
situations
● Confident to talk to other
children when playing and will
communicate freely about own
home/community
● Shows confidence when asking
adults for help
Making Relationships:
● Aware of own feelings and
knows that some actions and
words can hurt others feelings
● Begins to accept the needs of
others & can take turns & share
resources, sometimes with
support from others
● Can usually tolerate delay when
needs are not immediately met
& realises that wishes are not
always met
● Can usually adapt behaviour to
different events, social
situations and changes in
routine
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●
●

comfort another child when they
realise they have upset them.
Aware of the boundaries set,
and of behaviour expectations in
the setting.
Beginning to be able to
negotiate and solve problems
without aggression (i.e. when
someone has taken their toy)
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Making Relationships:
● Children talk about how they
and others show feelings, talk
about their own and others’
behaviour, and its
consequences, and know that
some behaviour is
unacceptable.
● They work as part of a group or
class, and understand and
follow the rules.
● They adjust their behaviour to
different situations, and take
changes of routine in their
stride.
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Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum
Schools and early years settings have to follow a specific structure of learning, development and care for children from birth to five years old. This is
called the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) and it enables your child to learn through a range of activities. The Early Years Foundation Stage was
introduced in 2008 and a revised version of the EYFS has been launched from APRIL 2017.
The Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) is how the Government and early years professionals describe the time in your child’s life between birth and
age 5. This is a hugely important stage as it helps your child get ready for the transition to school as well as preparing them for their future learning and
successes. From when your child is born up until the age of 5, their early years experience should be happy, active, exciting, fun and secure; and
support their development, care and learning needs.
The Early Years Foundation Stage ensures:
●
●
●

children learn through play
providers work closely with parents
you are kept up to date on your child’s progress
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●

the welfare, learning and all-round development of children with different backgrounds and levels of ability, including those with special
educational needs and disabilities

The EYFS learning and development identifies seven areas of learning and development. These are divided into three prime areas:
●
●
●

Communication and language
Physical development
Personal, social and emotional development

and four specific areas:
●
●
●
●

Literacy
Mathematics
Understanding the world
Expressive arts and design

Learning is structured around the ‘characteristics of learning’. This means that children in the EYFS learn by playing and exploring, being active and
through creative and critical thinking, which takes place both indoors and outside.
Children in Reception typically work through the 40-60 months strands of the EYFS. These strands are shown in detail below.
If you would like to see the entire EYFS Curriculum stages and bands, please follow this link.
For more information about the EYFS and how you can help support your child, please follow this link.
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By the end of Reception, teachers will assess each child against the EYFS Early Learning Goals (ELG), which can be seen below.
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Reading
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PHONICS OVERVIEW
At NCBIS, we use the Letters & Sounds synthetic phonics programme. Students from Nursery to Year 2 participate in this program daily, from 8:00 am to 8:40 am,
Sunday to Thursday. Letters & Sounds has 6 distinct phases, which children work through one-by-one. When they finish each phase, they are assessed to
determine if they are ready to progress to the next phase or need more work to consolidate the taught skills and knowledge. Nursery students work with their
teachers in Phase 1, which lasts the entirety of their time in Nursery. Students in Reception to Year 2 are streamed by ability, which means that all children in a
specific phase work together, regardless of their year group. At the same time, this means that your child is not necessarily with their class teacher or teaching
assistant during this lesson This level of differentiation in our phonics program allows our students to receive the teaching and learning that they need, which
allows them to achieve success in phonics more efficiently.
Each child will know what phase they are and understand that they need to work hard so that they can progress to the next level. Your child’s class teacher is
also aware of which group each of their pupils are in and differentiate accordingly in the classroom to ensure that they are being given ample opportunities to
apply their phonetic knowledge in their reading and writing. If you have any questions about your child’s progress in phonics, their class teacher would be the
first point of contact. He/she would then refer you to the phonics teacher if you have further questions. When children pass a phase assessment, they will receive
a phonics certificate to celebrate this achievement.
Year group progressions are estimates only; students work through the phases at their own rate. It is normal for students to repeat phases, especially younger
students. At the same time, students who are new to NCBIS may need to start in a low phase to catch up on missed learning.
Phase 1
Nursery and first
half term of
Reception
Year-long

The 7 aspects of phase 1 are ongoing throughout the year and often overlap.
Aspects:
➔ Environmental sounds- develop listening and awareness of sounds - listening and remembering sounds - talking about sounds.
➔ Instrumental sounds
● develop awareness of instrument sounds
● to appreciate the difference between instrument sounds and others
● to use a wider vocabulary to talk about sounds
➔ Body Percussion
● to develop awareness of sound and rhythms
● to recall patterns of sounds
● to talk about sounds we can make with our bodies
➔ Rhythm and Rhyme
● to experience rhythm and rhyme and develop awareness of rhythm and rhyme within speech
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● to increase awareness of rhyming words
➔ Alliteration
● to develop an understanding of alliteration
● to hear the difference between different starting sounds within words
● to explore how different sounds are articulated
➔ Voice Sounds
● to distinguish between different vocal sounds
● to explore speech sounds
● to talk about different sounds we can make with our voices
➔ Oral Blending and Segmenting
● to understand the concept of blending sounds to make words
● to use listening skills to hear sounds in words and say the sounds heard
Phase 2:
Reception
6-8 weeks long

Phase 3
Reception
Up to 13 weeks

Children are taught the phase 2 phonemes in the following order alongside the written grapheme.
● Set 1 – s, a, t, p
● Set 2 - i, n, m, d
● Set 3 – g, o, c, k
● Set 4 – ck, e, u, r
● Set 5 – h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss
Children are taught to orally blend and segment CVC words using the phase 2 phonemes.
Children are also taught the following tricky words alongside the set of phonemes
● Set 2 – I
● Set 4 – to, the
● Set 5 – no, go
It is important to note that at this point in learning, students are taught the sounds of the letters, NOT the letter names.
Children are taught the phase 3 phoneme in the following order alongside the written graphemes.
● Set 6 – j, v, w, x
● Set 7 – y, z, zz, qu
● sh, th, ch, ng
● ai, ee, long oo, short oo
● oa, ar, or, igh
● ur, ow, oi, ear
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● er, air, ure
Children learn to blend and segment CVC words using a range of phonemes learnt in phase 2 and 3.
Children are taught to blend and read the following tricky words alongside the phonemes:
● he, she, we, me, be, was, my, you, they, her, all, are
During phase 3, children begin to learn the corresponding letter names for each sound.
Phase 4
Reception (some)
Year 1
4-6 weeks

Phase 5
Year 1
Year 2 (some)

●
●
●
●
●
●

Children to revise and recall all Phase 2 and 3 phonemes.
Children to read and write CCVC and CVCC words.
Children to practise reading and spelling previously taught tricky words.
Children to read and spell two-syllable words
Children to learn to write the following tricky words: we, me, he, be, she, they, all, are, my, her
Children to read the following tricky words: said, so, have, like, some, come, were, there, little, one, do, when, out, what

●
●
●
●

●
●

Children are taught new graphemes for reading in the following order:
wh, ph, ew, or, au, e, a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e, u-e, ‘zh’ (treasure), ore
Children to be taught alternative pronunciations for the following letters: i, o, c, g, u, ow, ie, ea, er, ch, a, y, ou, e, ey,
Children to be taught alternative spellings for the following phonemes: ch, j, n, r, m, s, z, u, ear, ar, ur, air, or, oo, ai, ee, igh, oa, (y)oo,
oo, sh
Children to practise reading and spelling all previously taught Tricky Words.
Children to read and spelling polysyllabic words.
Children to read and write sentences. o Children to read the following words: oh, old, their, people, house, about, Mr. Mrs. don’t, by,
looked, time, your, called, asked, very, water, where, day, who, because, again, different, thought, any, saw, through, eyes, work,
friends, mouse, once, could, put, many, good, away, laughed, want, over, how, did, man
Children to spell the following words: said, so, have, like, some, come, were, there, when, out, made, came, one, make, here, do,
what, please, little, oh, how, did, man, their, going, people, would, or, Mr, Mrs, took, home, looked, who, think, called, school,
didn’t, asked, know, can’t, ran, bear, long, things, new, eat, everyone, our, two, has, yes, play, take, will, find, more, I’ll, round, tree,
magic, shouted, us, other
Children to practise recognition and recall of graphemes and different pronunciations of graphemes as they are learned.
Children to practise reading and spelling words with adjacent consonants and words with newly learned graphemes.

●
●

Children to be taught past tense, past tense (irregular verbs)
Children to be taught to spell polysyllabic words animals, garden, another, everyone, dragon, morning, granddad, narrator,

Up to 30 weeks
●
●
●

●

Phase 6
Year 2
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Year 3 (some)
Up to 24 weeks

●

●
●

●

classroom, together, grandmother, fishfinger, springboard, clingfilm, nightmare, nightdress, founder, importantly, especially,
confidently, immediately, enormous, terrific, horrific, fantastic,
Children to learn and practise writing common words: keep, last, even, before, been, must, hard, am, run, red, bed, air, gran, key,
fun, inside, hat, snow, live, next, first, lots, need, fish, gave, may, still, found, say, soon, night, best, bad, tea, top, fell, box, sleep,
told, hot, book, cold, park, dark, gone, please, ever, miss, cat, after, much, most, tell, boat, let, every, stop, right, sea, began, feet,
around, great, suck, horse, rabbit, small, giant, use, along, grow, sat, window, really, floppy, baby, door, boy, food, fox, way, room,
these, car, three, head, king, town, its, green, girl, which, wind, wish, fly, only, place, mother, queen, fast, dog,
Children to be taught a range of memory strategies for spellings
Children to learn how to use the following suffixes: -ed jumped, cried, stopped, wanted, lived, liked, pulled, -ing something, looking,
coming, thing, -er never, better, under, river -est tallest, shortest, longest -s/es clothes, birds, plants, -ly suddenly, lovely, carefully,
-y funny, chatty, -ness homelessness, hopelessness, forgetfulness, -ment enjoyment, requirement, achievement, -ful joyful,
cheerful, successful, -less homeless, priceless, -en loosen,
Children to be taught contractions using the common words – that’s, I’ve, let’s, there’s, he’s, we’re, couldn’t.
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Physical Education
At NCBIS we use the National Curriculum in England as a guideline for the teaching of physical
education.
We provide our students with a high-quality physical education curriculum that inspires all
pupils to succeed and excel in recreational sports. Our students are exposed to multiple
opportunities to become physically confident in a way which supports their health, fitness and
makes them become well-balanced individuals.
NCBIS provides a wide range of opportunities in sport which builds character and helps to
embed values including; healthy lifestyles, leadership, fairness and respect.
In our Lower Primary School, students develop fundamental movement skills, become
increasingly competent and confident. They access a broad range of opportunities to extend
their agility, balance and coordination, individually and in teams. They engage in co-operative
physical activities in a range of increasingly challenging situations.
Students are taught to;
• Master movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching, as well as developing
balance, agility and coordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities.
• Participate in team games, developing simple tactics for attacking and defending.
• Perform dances using simple movement patterns.
• Master basic swimming techniques which develop strokes techniques
• Perform basic gymnastics movements.
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Our arts programme is largely based on the UK National Curriculum but delivered within
the PYP framework.
The arts are broken into four areas, with each area being taught in different ways, through
specialist lessons as well as incorporated throughout our curriculum and activities both
within and outside the classroom.
Art
Drama
Music
Dance
NCBIS provides a high quality music education that engages and inspires students to
develop a love of music and their talent as musicians.
All students receive two lessons of academic music per week. Topics are selected
specifically to develop the knowledge and understanding of beginner musicians and
remains relevant and useful to students who do not take one-to-one tuition.
Drama and art are an everyday part of the Reception students day. They engage with their
class teachers in various art works and enjoy dramatising different stories that they are
exposed to during story time sessions and langauge lessons.
Dance is taught primarily within students’ PE lessons. Students are also given opportunities
throughout the year to showcase their passions and talents.
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Assessment
Assessment is a vital part of the learning process and students at NCBIS are given the opportunity to develop their own self and peer assessment skills.
At NCBIS students are given the opportunity to;
• co-create success criteria
• use and create their own assessment rubrics
• assess their own, personal understanding against success criteria
Formative Assessment (Assessment for Learning)
Formative assessment is ongoing and takes a variety of forms including; quizzes, observation, anecdotal notes, marking and feedback on written work
and discussion. Formative assessment explains what the next steps are and informs future teaching.
Summative Assessment (Assessment of Learning)
Summative assessment is carried out at the end of a unit of work. Students are assessed using tasks which measure their understanding of specific
outcomes of the Scope and Sequence, adapted from the English National Curriculum. At the end of units of inquiry, summative assessments check
children's understanding of the central idea of the unit.
At the end of each term, summative assessments are sent home. These should be discussed with your child so that they can explain their own and
their teacher's assessment outcomes.
Benchmark testing takes place each year using GL Assessments; an online assessment tool which provides external validation of children's progress.
GL assessments take into account a pupil's chronological age on the day of testing. The results give teachers areas of strength and those areas which
need developing.
Each child sets targets with their class staff in reading, writing and mathematics. They will be shared with you so that you can discuss these with your child as
well as track their progress at home.
At the end of Term 1 a brief overview progress report is sent home and at the end of Term 3 each child receives a full written report which is emailed home.
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